33741B-03K
Oversized Clutch Control (KSV) Valve Kit
Helps cure:
• Chatter on acceleration
• Chain & sheave (pulley) surface damage
Note: Requires tool kit F-33741B-TL4 & the VB-FIX reaming fixture.

33741B-14K
Oversized MDV Minimum Pressure Valve Kit
Helps cure:
• Delayed engagement
• Slips in Forward & Reverse
Note: Requires tool kit F-33741B-TL14 & the VB-FIX reaming fixture.

33741B-01
Oversized Safety Valve
Helps cure:
• Delay/Unstable solenoid pressure
• Chatter on acceleration
• Chain & sheave (pulley) surface damage
Note: Requires tool kit F-33741B-TL1 & the VB-FIX reaming fixture.

33741B-08K
Oversized UV Reduction Valve Kit
Helps cure:
• Chatter on acceleration
• Ratio errors
Note: Requires tool kit F-33741B-TL8 & the VB-FIX reaming fixture.

33741B-06
Oversized VSTV Pilot Pressure Valve
Helps cure:
• Unstable solenoid pressure
• Delayed engagement
• Chatter on acceleration
Note: Requires tool kit F-33741B-TL6 & the VB-FIX reaming fixture.

33741B-04K
Oversized Volumetric Flow Rate Kit
Helps cure:
• Chatter on acceleration
• Chain & sheave (pulley) surface damage
Note: Requires tool kit F-33741B-TL4 & the VB-FIX reaming fixture.
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